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WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Studies have shown that setbacks, such as receiving low school grades, lead children to experience negative self-feelings (eg, shame, insecurity, powerlessness). Psychological theory predicts that unconditional regard can buffer this adverse impact of setbacks. However, causal evidence is lacking.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: This randomized field experiment shows that briefly reflecting on experiences of unconditional regard buffers children’s negative self-feelings after an academic setback 3 weeks later. Unconditional regard may thus be an important psychological lever to reduce negative self-feelings in youth.

abstract

BACKGROUND: Unconditional regard refers to the feeling that one is accepted and valued by others without conditions. Psychological theory suggests that experiences of unconditional regard lead children to feel that they are valuable despite setbacks. We hypothesized that reflecting on experiences of unconditional regard would buffer children’s negative self-feelings (eg, shame, insecurity, powerlessness) in the face of setbacks. To test this hypothesis, we randomized children to reflect on experiences of unconditional regard or other experiences, and examined their response to an academic setback 3 weeks later.

METHODS: Participants (11–15 years old) were randomly assigned to reflect for 15 minutes on experiences of unconditional regard (n = 91), conditional regard (n = 80), or other social experiences (n = 76). Research personnel, teachers, and classmates remained blind to condition assignment. Three weeks later, after receiving their course grades, children reported their self-feelings. Course grades were obtained from school records. Receiving low course grades represents a salient and painful real-world setback for children.

RESULTS: Replicating previous research, children who received lower grades experienced more negative self-feelings (P < .001). As predicted, this well-established relationship was significantly attenuated among children who had reflected, 3 weeks previously, on experiences of unconditional regard (Ps < .03). Reflecting on unconditional regard specifically reduced negative self-feelings after low grades (P = .01), not after average or high grades (Ps > .17).

CONCLUSIONS: Reflecting on unconditional regard buffered children’s selfs against the adverse impact of an academic setback over an extended period of time. Unconditional regard may thus be an important psychological lever to reduce negative self-feelings in youth. Pediatrics 2014;134:1119–1126
A pressing question children often ask themselves after failing or making mistakes is “Will others still accept and value me?”1,2 The feeling that one is accepted and valued by others without conditions is called “unconditional regard.”3 Psychologists and pediatricians, such as Carl Rogers, have proposed that when children experience unconditional regard from others, they internalize the feeling that they are valuable for who they are as a person and that their worth does not hinge on achievements.3–6 As a consequence, their sense of worth does not wax and wane with successes and failures.

This perspective suggests that unconditional regard may buffer children’s negative self-feelings (eg, shame, insecurity, powerlessness) in the face of setbacks. Although causal evidence for this hypothesis is lacking, some suggestive evidence exists. Correlational research finds that the less conditional regard students experience from their parents, the less shame they report after hypothetical failure experiences.6,7 Laboratory experiments find that when adults reflect on experiences of unconditional regard, they respond less defensively to failure.8,9

**AN UNCONDITIONAL-REGARD INTERVENTION**

Extending past research, this article reports a randomized field experiment testing whether briefly reflecting on experiences of unconditional regard buffers children’s negative self-feelings in the face of a distal real-world setback. Children reflected on personal experiences in which they were accepted and valued by others without conditions. This exercise was intended to activate mental representations of unconditional regard, which can have psychological consequences similar to those created by actually experiencing such regard.10–12 We tested whether this exercise would buffer children’s negative self-feelings in response to receiving low grades in school several weeks later. Thus, our research advances psychological theory and reveals how psychologists and pediatricians may help buffer children’s negative self-feelings in their real-world lives.

**UNCONDITIONAL REGARD IN EARLY ADOLESCENCE**

Unconditional regard may be especially important during early adolescence. Young adolescents spend more than half of their waking time with peers13 and tend to have a strong desire to be well regarded by them.14 However, they often experience peer regard as conditional. They feel that they must “earn” regard by meeting peer norms and expectations, which is a form of conditional regard.15 When young adolescents fail to meet these norms and expectations, they may expect to lose regard and thus feel badly about themselves.1,16 Unsurprisingly, negative self-feelings peak during early adolescence.17 At this age, such feelings are not only painful and aversive, they also increase risk for later psychopathology.18–20

**PRESENT RESEARCH**

The objective of this study was to test, in a real-world setting, whether reflecting on personal experiences of unconditional regard would buffer young adolescents’ negative self-feelings in the face of a distal setback. Our research contributes to a growing body of research showing that brief interventions that target key social-psychological processes can have lasting effects on well-being.21–24

Participants were randomly assigned to complete a brief writing exercise in which they reflected on personal experiences of unconditional regard, conditional regard, or other social experiences. Negative self-feelings were assessed 3 weeks later on the day participants received their first report card of the school year. Receiving low course grades represents a salient and painful real-world setback.25 Young adolescents are inclined to compare themselves to peers, especially on such objective standards as grades, and to evaluate themselves accordingly.1 It is well established that, without intervention, students typically experience negative self-feelings when they receive low grades.26,27 Consistent with previous research, we anticipated that participants would experience more negative self-feelings when they received lower grades. We hypothesized, however, that this pattern would be attenuated for participants who had reflected on experiences of unconditional regard.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

This study was conducted in a public secondary school in the Netherlands. All students from sixth, seventh, and eighth grades were assessed for eligibility (Fig 1 displays the flow of participants through the experiment). Two hundred sixty-nine students completed both the intervention and the outcome measures; 22 were excluded from the analyses because they met a priori exclusion criteria (ie, being notably distracted during the writing exercise or failing to complete the writing exercise); excluding them did not affect the study findings.

The final sample consisted of 247 students (56.7% girls) aged 11 to 15 years (M = 13.5, SD = 0.9) from 16 classes. Most were from middle-class families. All received parental consent (parental consent rate = 88.9%) and gave personal assent (assent rate = 100.0%). Post hoc power analysis, based on the effect size obtained in the current study, shows that the final sample size ensured sufficient power (ie, 0.80) for detecting the condition × grades effect.
interaction on negative self-feelings ($\alpha = 0.05$).

**Materials and Procedure**

The research ethics committee of the faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences of Utrecht University approved all procedures. Participant recruitment and the intervention took place in November 2011. The intervention was conducted in classrooms at school. Participants were told that the research focused on how students “get along with one another” and that they would complete a writing exercise about this topic. They were randomly assigned on an individual basis (ie, within classes) to unconditional-regard ($n = 91$), conditional-regard ($n = 80$), or control ($n = 76$) conditions. Research personnel implemented random assignment by distributing the writing exercises in predetermined, random order. Random assignment was successful (see Table 1). The exercises were distributed and returned in closed envelopes. Thus, research personnel, teachers, and classmates remained blind to condition assignment.

The exercise took $\sim 15$ minutes. Although brief, it relied on the power of expressive writing and self-persuasion to create an impactful subjective experience.

In the unconditional-regard condition, participants were asked to think of peers “who always accept and value...”

---

**FIGURE 1**

Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials diagram. The number of participants lost to follow-up and the number of participants excluded from the analyses did not differ between conditions, $\chi^2(2, N = 320) = 2.31, P = .32$, and $\chi^2(2, N = 320) = 2.00, P = .36$, respectively.
indicating that random assignment was successful.

Thus, in all conditions, participants visualized and wrote about a situation in which they made a mistake or did something stupid. Most participants described either a failure experience (36%) or a situation in which they victimized someone (28%) or were victimized by someone else (9%); only 2% described an academic setback.

To examine whether the manipulation worked as intended, 2 independent trained coders read the writing exercises and coded whether participants described unconditional regard, conditional regard, or other experiences (Cohen $\kappa > 0.87$). Unconditional regard was operationalized as “others having regard for the participant, regardless of his or her actions, performances, or abilities.” Conditional regard was operationalized as “others making their regard conditional upon the participant’s actions, performances, or abilities.”

Three weeks later, participants received their first report card of the school year and, later that evening, completed an online questionnaire. They indicated how they felt after receiving their report card using 5 negative self-feelings adjectives (ie, primary outcome; ashamed, weak/vulnerable, powerless, out of control, insecure; Cronbach $\alpha = 0.92$) and 5 negative other-feelings adjectives (ie, secondary outcome; hateful, selfish, aloof, disconnected/detached, angry; Cronbach $\alpha = 0.83$) using 4-point scales (1 = not at all, 4 = extremely). We selected items from previous research\textsuperscript{31} that were most appropriate for use with young adolescents. Responses were averaged across items. Confirmatory factor analysis using Mplus 6 found that the 2-factor model, negative self-versus other-feelings, provided good fit to the data, comparative fit index $= 0.99$, Tucker-Lewis Index $= 0.98$, weighted root mean square residual $= 0.79$ (standardized factor loadings: negative self-feelings $= 0.87–0.96$, negative other-feelings $= 0.74–0.89$, $Ps < .001$).

Participants’ first-trimester grades (retrieved from school records) in Dutch, Mathematics, English, and French (ie, the 4 core-academic subjects in Dutch schools that all participants took) were averaged across academic subjects, and then standardized within classes (Cronbach $\alpha = 0.69$). Standardizing within classes eliminates between-class differences in grading procedures and indexes more closely participants’ grades relative to their classmates'.\textsuperscript{32} Because participants had completed all first-trimester course assignments before the study, the intervention could not have affected first-trimester course grades.

### Data Analysis

Primary analyses were multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with negative self- and other-feelings as dependent variables, condition (unconditional, conditional, control) as a between-subjects factor, report card grades (centered) as a continuous predictor, condition $\times$ report card grades as an interaction, and participant sex as a covariate. Participant sex was controlled for because girls experienced more negative self-feelings but not more negative other-feelings than boys, $F(1, 240) = 5.35, P = .02, \eta^2_p = 0.02$, and $F < 1$. Analyses of variance revealed no interactions between participant sex or age and either grades or condition, $Ps > .14$.

### TABLE 1  Means and SDs of Major Study Variables for Each Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unconditional Regard ($n = 91$, 57% Girls)</th>
<th>Conditional Regard ($n = 80$, 60% Girls)</th>
<th>Control ($n = 76$, 53% Girls)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades*</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>6.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative self-feelings</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative other-feelings</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses of variance revealed no difference between groups in first-trimester grades, participant sex, or age, $Ps > .40$, indicating that random assignment was successful.

* Grades are unstandardized.
RESULTS
Table 1 lists descriptive statistics for the main study variables.

Manipulation Check
The manipulation worked as intended. Participants in the unconditional-regard group described experiences of unconditional regard more often (77%) than did participants in the conditional regard (3%) and control (0%) groups, Ps < .001. The latter 2 groups did not differ, P = .17. Participants in the conditional-regard group described experiences of conditional regard more often (70%) than did participants in the unconditional regard (0%) and control (3%) groups, Ps < .001. The latter 2 groups did not differ, P = .12.

Primary Analyses
There was no multivariate main effect of condition on negative self- and other-feelings, F < 1. However, there was a multivariate main effect of grades (Wilks’ λ = 0.86), F(2, 239) = 19.54, P < .001, ηp² = 0.14. As expected, lower grades were associated with more negative self- and other-feelings, F(1, 240) = 39.24, P < .001, ηp² = 0.14, and F(1, 240) = 11.59, P < .001, ηp² = 0.05, respectively. More important, there was a multivariate 2-way interaction between grades and condition (Wilks’ λ = 0.96), F(4, 478) = 2.68, P = .03, ηp² = 0.02 (Fig 2). Simple slopes analysis35 revealed that in the conditional-regard and control groups, lower grades strongly predicted negative self-feelings, b = −0.33 (95% confidence interval [CI]: −0.46 to −0.19), β = −0.50, t(240) = −4.76, P < .001, and b = −0.31 (95% CI: −0.45 to −0.17), β = −0.48, t(240) = −4.28, P < .001, respectively. However, in the unconditional-regard group, this well-established association was nonsignificant, b = −0.10 (95% CI: −0.23 to 0.02), β = −0.16, t(240) = −1.70, P = .09. In this group, students who received lower grades did not report significantly more negative self-feelings than students who received better grades.

The previous analysis does not address whether the association between grades and negative self-feelings was significantly attenuated in the unconditional-regard group compared with the other groups. To test this, contrasts in MANOVA compared the strength of the association between groups: confirming our primary hypothesis, the association between grades and negative self-feelings was significantly attenuated in the unconditional-regard group compared with the conditional-regard and control groups, b = −0.22 (95% CI: −0.41 to −0.04), t(242) = −2.43, P = .02, and b = −0.21 (95% CI: −0.39 to −0.02), t(242) = −2.18, P = .03, respectively. The latter groups did not differ, b = −0.02 (95% CI: −0.21 to 0.18), t(240) = −0.18, P = .86.

Although Fig 2 suggests that reflecting on unconditional regard increased negative self-feelings after receiving high grades, this trend was not significant. Simple contrasts analysis35 revealed that compared with the pooled conditional-regard and control groups, reflecting on unconditional regard did not affect negative self-feelings after receiving high (M + 1 SD) or average grades, ts < |1.40|, Ps > .17 but reduced negative self-feelings after receiving low (M − 1 SD) grades, b = −0.27 (95% CI: −0.06 to −0.48), t(242) = −2.49, P = .01. Thus, reflecting on unconditional regard specifically decreased negative self-feeling after receiving low grades and did not inadvertently increase negative self-feelings after receiving high grades.

There was no analogous effect on feelings directed toward others; a MANOVA showed that the 2-way interaction between condition and grades for negative other-feelings was nonsignificant, F < 1. Hence, reflecting on unconditional regard specifically buffered negative feelings directed toward the self.

Ancillary Analyses
Reflecting on unconditional regard did not affect subsequent academic performance. A MANOVA showed that there was no main effect of condition and no interaction with first-trimester grades.

FIGURE 2
Negative self-feelings as a function of grades and experimental condition. Negative self-feelings run from 1 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). Low grades = M − 1 SD. High grades = M + 1 SD. *P < .001. NS, nonsignificant (P > .09).
on participants’ second- and third-trimester grades, $F < 1$.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present randomized field experiment, briefly reflecting on experiences of unconditional regard mitigated the impact of receiving low grades on children’s negative self-feelings 3 weeks later. Replicating previous research, children who received lower grades experienced more negative self-feelings. Yet this well-established relationship was significantly attenuated among children who had reflected, 3 weeks earlier, on experiences of unconditional regard from peers. Attesting to the specificity of this effect, reflecting on unconditional regard did not affect children’s negative other-feelings. These findings demonstrate that unconditional regard may be an important psychological lever to reduce negative self-feelings in youth.

**Theoretical Implications**

What mechanisms might underlie the intervention’s sustained effects? Experiences of unconditional regard might remain accessible in children’s minds and thus buffer them against a distal setback. Also, these experiences might become self-fulfilling: children who feel more confident about their acceptance may express more welcoming social behavior and thereby elicit more acceptance from others. If so, the intervention may set in motion a self-sustaining upward spiral of perceived acceptance that buffers negative self-feelings over time.

The self-buffering effect of unconditional regard is interesting in light of studies on academic disidentification. These studies suggest that students who do not base self-worth on performing well in school may not identify with school, which can undermine subsequent academic performance. In the current study, the reduced association between grades and self-feelings likely has a different genesis. Rather than reduced identification with school, it may reflect children’s belief that they will not be judged or viewed negatively when they receive low grades in school. Indeed, even when students do not base their self-worth on their grades, they can still value school as an important part of their identity. Consistent with this interpretation, even though the unconditional-regard intervention buffered negative self-feelings after receiving low grades, it did not undermine subsequent academic performance.

Is it possible that the unconditional-regard condition did not reduce negative self-feelings but, instead, the conditional-regard and control conditions increased such feelings? Perhaps children in these conditions wrote about experiences of conditional regard, and this increased negative self-feelings. Our findings, however, contradict this possibility. Only 3% of children in the control condition wrote about conditional regard, compared with 70% in the conditional-regard condition. Also, it is well established that, without intervention, students typically experience negative self-feelings after receiving low grades. Our results replicate this association in the conditional-regard and control conditions but not in the unconditional-regard condition. Thus, unconditional regard actively “cut off” negative self-feelings after receiving low grades.

**Practical Implications**

Psychologists and pediatricians have theorized that unconditional regard may improve children’s well-being. Our experiment provides causal evidence for this benefit among young adolescents. At this age, negative self-feelings are painful and predict increased risk for developing psychopathology, such as depression and anxiety. Developmental trajectories that lead to adult psychopathology often begin in early adolescence. Psychologists and pediatricians could develop unconditional-regard exercises or practices that would buffer young adolescents’ negative self-feelings and possibly reduce their likelihood of developing psychopathology later in life. It would be important to explore such possibilities in future research in clinical settings.

**Strengths, Limitations, and Future Research**

Strengths of our study include the development of a novel intervention, its timing in early adolescence, and its focus on distal effects in a naturalistic setting. Our study also has limitations. First, negative self-feelings were assessed at a single point in time, 3 weeks postintervention. An important question is whether the intervention-effect dissipates, persists, or even accumulates over months or years. To explore these possibilities, future research should include a baseline assessment and long-term follow-ups. Second, the negative self-feelings measure, although validated with young adults, had not previously been validated with young adolescents. In our study, the measure was internally consistent, had a strong single-factor structure, and was associated with school grades in a manner that is consistent with previous research. Future research should further corroborate its reliability and validity. Third, our study focused on 1 painful real-world setback in particular: low grades on the first report card of the school year. To explore the breadth of the intervention effect, future research could examine whether the intervention also buffers the adverse impact of other setbacks, such as peer harassment.

Another important question is whether reflecting on unconditional regard benefits all children or could potentially...
backfire among some children. Children who feel deeply disliked by others, for example, might have trouble believing that peers value and accept them unconditionally. If so, reflecting on unconditional regard might feel threatening to them. Future research should examine this possibility to explore boundary conditions of the intervention’s effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiencing negative self-feelings is problematic; such feelings are painful, debilitating, and degrade quality of life. This randomized field experiment demonstrates that reflecting on experiences of unconditional regard can buffer children’s negative self-feelings in the face of distal setbacks.
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YOGA ON MY MIND: I recently attended a meeting in Philadelphia. While there, a friend of mine and I had a leisurely dinner close to Rittenhouse Square at a restaurant with a table on the sidewalk. The evening was warm and the streets were crowded with shoppers, diners, and people enjoying the weather. Over the course of the evening, we were both struck by the number of women walking past wearing yoga pants and tights, and men wearing moisture-absorbing shirts. We also could not help noticing that, across the street, a national clothing chain store displayed a dozen mannequins all festooned with what were called “track pants.” As reported in The Wall Street Journal (Business: August 20, 2014), despite the fact that fewer Americans are participating in sports, growth in the retail athletic apparel market is increasing dramatically. Athletic leisure wear, also called “athleisure,” is one of the few bright spots in the clothing sales business. At least one prominent financial firm estimates that the retail U.S. athletic apparel market will increase by nearly 50%, reaching over $100 billion by 2020. Even my small town of Burlington, Vermont, has not escaped the trend. Amazingly, Burlington boasts one store dedicated entirely to yoga wear, another with an entire department, and yet another yoga clothing store about to open. Little of the clothing purchased is likely to be used exercising, but will instead primarily serve as a fashion statement. For example, participation in yoga grew 4.5% in 2013, while sales of yoga apparel shot up 45%. Many women (including my wife and daughter) wear yoga pants and tights everywhere, enjoying their comfort, look, and ease of use. Anyway, despite the distractions of so many sportily clad people, my friend and I had a wonderful dinner. We did not, however, feel the need to run out and buy any yoga wear of our own.
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